Players To Give 4 One-Act Skits Tuesday Night

Four-one-act-play competition will be held in the University Union at 8 p.m. on Tuesday evening. Professor Robert Little will direct the four one-act productions.

ODK Initiates Sixteen Men

Sixteen men and one family member were initiated into Alpha Phi chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa, national honorary leadership fraternity, last Wednesday. The initiates were installed in the Chambers of the University Union.

Mississippians To Recite Famous Verses For First Time

The Mississipians of the University of Mississippi will present their first reading a famous verse in the University Union Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.
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Veterinary Organizations Unite at Annual Convention

By Marguerite Robinson

The St. Louis section of the American Veterinary Medical Association has opened its doors to the first national convention of veterinary students. The convention will be held at the Hotel Albert, St. Louis, from June 21 to 24, with approximately 1,000 students attending. The convention is being held to promote the interest and develop leadership among veterinary students throughout the country.

The opening session of the convention will be held on Sunday evening, June 21, with a welcome address by the president of the AVMA, Dr. John W. Gray. The closing session will be held on Sunday, June 24, at 11:00 a.m., with a farewell address by the incoming president, Dr. William H. Jordan.

There will be a variety of speakers and topics presented throughout the convention, including lectures on veterinary medicine, surgery, and preventive medicine. There will also be a poster session where students can present their research papers.

The convention will conclude with a banquet on Sunday evening, June 24, at the Hotel Albert. The banquet will feature a keynote address by Dr. Gray, and a special guest speaker will be announced later.

The convention is open to all veterinary students, and there is no registration fee. Students are encouraged to attend and participate in the discussions and activities.

Veterinary Student Council elected officers for the year.

The Council of the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has elected officers for the year. The officers are as follows:

President: Dr. John W. Gray
Vice President: Dr. William H. Jordan
Secretary: Dr. Margaret H. King
Treasurer: Dr. William H. Jordan

The Council of the AVMA is the governing body of the association, and its officers are responsible for the administration of the association's affairs.

The Council of the AVMA will meet at the annual convention in St. Louis to discuss matters of importance to veterinary students and the profession.
We Give Our Thanks For Your Support

We wish to take this opportunity to thank each and every one of the people who helped us carry through our first annual Mississippian pageant. It was a big success, much bigger than we had hoped, mainly because of the wonderful support from the students.

The contest was wonderful. With all of them we're just glad we won the judges.

Speaking of judges, we'd like to express our sincerest thanks. They did a fine job. The person to whom most of the credit should go is Minnie Delroy Lucas, the judge who guided us through our first promotional stunt.

Millions of thanks, Delroy. It's almost like making amends to Bill Woods and his Mississippians for not giving him a tenth of much credit as they deserve. They are the real service without charge. Our write-up last week missed saying this. Thanks very much, fellows. We didn't intentionally mean to leave you out.

We would also like to mention Bob Price, who helped on the decorating and art, and the final helper-outie on any occasion. George Street, for helping with stage arrangements.

Maybe It'll Come About

Throughout this year, we have tried as often as possible to point out advantages of an honor system at Ole Miss. We are convinced that such an undertaking is not only possible but would be a definite attribute to the school.

It wouldn't stop there either. The benefits and rewards from such a system would be obvious; and the whole system extends beyond campus life in its totality.

We hope we have acquired you with its benefits from time to time. We only wanted to have a period of what we believe is a real advantage and of the system, as it would work here. Later on we feel that you understand the value of such a system. We will continue trying to get such a system, both as students and teachers.

There is nothing to be croumed down your throats. It will be a 100 per cent student undertaking, if and when it is established.

Closer attention and thought would make us realize that it is a worthwhile business.

Gleaned From Ye Ed's Desk...

Well, that ole time finally came around. We've leaving office. Next week another editor takes over. It has been the custom for the newly-elected editor to make a speech. I am therefore not going to try to be anything more than critical, even if more efficient one eager to do the job that the man you elected a few weeks ago, Jimmy Caldwell. You can rest assured that the 1944-50 will be another fine year. What a job for that took time and trouble. Special thanks to Sammy and Ray and Doc Copeland.

This includes J. R. Bean and Bill Tyler who were in charge the first semester.

The Mississippian is the official organ of the student body of Ole Miss. The Mississippian is rich in heritage and tradition. Such a publication is vital to student life, we feel. To the editor and staff, you will agree. It is the most important, one that is significant in that it places the students in an office of service and personal responsibility. We feel that anyone more capable or more efficient one eager to do the job than the man you elected a few weeks ago, Jimmy Caldwell. You can rest assured that the 1944-50 will be another fine year. What a job for that took time and trouble. Special thanks to Sammy and Ray and Doc Copeland.

This includes J. R. Bean and Bill Tyler who were in charge the first semester.

As long as I can remember, it must be the one of the greatest news of the season. The Mississippian always ends their stories or editorials with "(30)" which is a journalistic tag for "The End." So try to be different we try something else.

2 Times 15
Spiked Shoe Campaign Closes - Intramural Track Meet Slated

Amateur Stars Prepare For Annual Cinde Go In Wednesday Feature

Now that the tornado has passed, the annual Intramural Track Meet will be held, churning up the campaign for the school year. The meet is scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m.

With the rain the for intramural rotating trio close than it has been in years, it is possible that this match will be the deciding factor in determining the winner.

The Rebel leftfield, from left to right, front row, being White, Ingle McFerrin, and Eddie Brunelle. Back row, Oliver Stribling, and Mark capacitance, and Ross. The rebels will play the Old Miss Decent, led by four-man left field, in a field of three.

The Cinde will take down first place honors with a total of 18 1-2 points, followed by the Sigma Chi with 14 points, and the Ashburn aid the CA team.

LONG DISTANCE MOVING

HOMESTEADING AT ECONOMIC RATES

No additional cost to save for full value

FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL

EDGAR L. CALVICTON, PHONE 9195
AGENT OF

Red Line Storage & Transfer Co.

Dear Soviet Teachers,

We acknowledge the letter you have been currently sent to all employees. The letter, which is addressed to all employees of our school, is as follows:


The better we produce the better we live!


Joel Q. Public, USA
Six O’Clock
“same ol’ clock and it’s spectacular” by Jimmie Mcdowell

ALL OUT EFFORTS

According to latest six o’clock leak, your correspondent expects to be at the trackраст track down Clinton way, when the State high school races event in the showdown later today, in case you’re interested. Buck Hill will win the boys’ division. Brookhaven will successfully defend the girls’ crown and those same two schools will snap and tit for tit the team championships, with the former a slight favorite mainly because of a Branch sweep last week.

The full bill of water is expected to set new records in both the pole vault and the high jump, but he must meet the latter as the official takes place at Clinton, for the pit there is to stop the up hill on the takeoff. The equally effective pointer, Larry Hambright, is the logical choice in both the 600 and the Mile Run, although Billy’s Scott will push him in the former.

Sprinters Jimmy Lasor of Greenwood and Norman Duplain of Miami will battle Branch for individual on lookers honor for the girls, while Brookhaven’s Mayre Haskins, Varner’s Miss Norma and Tupelo’s Ruth Wilsey will highlight the girls’ activity. However, Gulfport dash standard, Carlie Hill, stands a good chance to take the only 100 yard dash record. An expected point here is that Lord is undercovered in every event this Tupelo and Columbus are too notch challenges for the defending champion Brookhaven relay team, while the Lincoln county boys will battle Buck Hill for the Mile Run and the windup event of the day—an event that could settle the team championships.


Most Likely to Succeed

Wild Will Glover will re-enter Ole Miss with the season worn... Russell Field, former all star, re-registered, gaining degree prior to joining Ruth Lambert at Palafox’s Louisiana... Congratulations to John and Miss Destiny... The Rebel Blues, the independent softball team, have won the wards the title, being the only undefeated team remaining... Invasion of the Bluebirds has signed on the line with Jim Whaley’s save team for next fall... The Alabama Rebels club opened the season on the west coast and with the Mississippi down on the farm... The showdown battle between Sid Shelby and Bob Jackson, earning handle... Bill Muskie is staying in the plug play position... he’s a good liner, too... A star to home, we re-enter Big They Morgan Harris.

TYRONE RAY—Oxford

“Take Me Out To The Ball Game” with Frank Stone, Reel Williams and Gene Kelly. Also News.

SUNDAY, MAY 7

10:30 - 11:15 AM To All

“DEATH VALLEY RANGERS”

with Bert Gibson, Ken Maynard and Bob Steel. Also Chapter 7-“LOST JUNGLER”. News.

MONDAY, MAY 8

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“CANADIAN PACIFIC”

in Cinema—With Randolph Scott and Jane Wyatt. Also “Toby the Tubby” and News.

TUESDAY, MAY 9

1:15 - 2:00 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“GRENADINES OF RIO GRANDE”

Saturday, July 7, 1949

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“RUFF RAFF”

PAT O'BRIEN and ANN JEFFRIES

LATE SHOW SATURDAY, MAY 7

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM and 4:00 PM - 5:15 PM

SUNDAY, MAY 8

3:00 - 3:30 PM and 7:00 - 7:15 PM

“THE YOUNG BROTHERS”

with WAVEY MORRIS, JANIE PAIGE, BERNIE BENNET, ROBERT MCCONNELL, ALAN NOBLE.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 11

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“UNDERCOVER MAN”

with GLEN FORD and NINA FUCH.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 12, 13

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM”

with JEROME COURTLAND, ROBERT WARD, HILDA COLE, KAY STARR, JAY RABER, RAY KINNELL, GENE THOMPSON, CHARLES BARRANT, HENRY DOBBY.

LYRICAL THEATER—Oxford

Friday and Saturday, May 6, 7

2:00 - 2:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“LYRE SOIRÉE”

with Madeleine Carroll and Ian Hunter.

Saturday, May 7, 1949

10:30 - 11:15 AM To All

“RENEGADES OF RIO GRANDE”

Saturday, July 7, 1949

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“RUFF RAFF”

PAT O’BRIEN and ANN JEFFRIES

LATE SHOW SATURDAY, MAY 7

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM and 4:00 PM - 5:15 PM

SUNDAY, MAY 8

3:00 - 3:30 PM and 7:00 - 7:15 PM

“THE YOUNG BROTHERS”

with WAVEY MORRIS, JANIE PAIGE, BERNIE BENNET, ROBERT MCCONNELL, ALAN NOBLE.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 11

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“UNDERCOVER MAN”

with GLEN FORD and NINA FUCH.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 12, 13

3:00 - 3:45 PM and 7:00 - 7:45 PM

“MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM”

with JEROME COURTLAND, ROBERT WARD, HILDA COLE, KAY STARR, JAY RABER, RAY KINNELL, GENE THOMPSON, CHARLES BARRANT, HENRY DOBBY.

Underwood Corporation

Tennessee—Alcohol代理商 Accountability Machines—Oats Paper—Elkhorn

One-Pack Aluminum—Thomson—Box—Central

Underwood Limited, Topeka, I., Kansas.

Sales and Service Representatives—For all Underwood Portable Typewriters

As a Graduation Gift...

Nothing is more likely to prove to be so useful and so pleasant in your future life...

You can purchase it here... It costs...
Betel Theta Pi Fraternity To Hold Annual Formal With Spring Theme

Miss McCall Visiting Kappa Delta Sorority

What Goes Along The Rows

Refreshment and Mories Go Hand-In-Hand

Alpha Tau Omegas Will Present New Sweetheart At Ball Saturday

For Smoothness and Styling—Russ Morgan's

FOR MORE

Ruth's

LET US CHECK
AND SERVICE YOUR FORDS

Cooling System

Miss McCall visiting Kappa Delta sorority. Miss Eleanor McCall, central office secretary of Kappa Delta sorority, will arrive from Springfield, Mo., to visit Alpha Delta chapter from May 4 to May 8. Miss McCall was graduated.

Five o'clock, of Lubbock, Mrs. Mary Queen for 1949 is shown receiving the crown from Charles W. Dean, president of the ASB at the Mary Queen dance held in the Mary Queen Saturday night. She is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Miss Maurice German looks an oror.
Delegates Attending U of Arkansas' 'GAEBALE' Report Wonderful Time

By Albin Kruts

The people up at the University of Arkansas, located at Fayetteville, know how to have a good time. They seem to know how to have a good time around Maytime than we do. A lot more.

In the heterogeneous days of today, you always have a University-wide affair going on some day or another. This affairs might be the biggest one yet. It is known as the “GAEBALE” or Greatest Activity Brigade for Arkansas National Institutes, that all the year-round. This is the third annual GAEBALE festivity between the colleges and universities of U of A. The times we Missippians were together at Daisy Hill, it was like being on a campus. They all seem to be occupied in some capacity.

Long ago, in the days of the Academical Society, the Academy of Science was an organization made up of these teachers at the institutions of Mississippi and other people who were interested in and working with scientific enterprises.

Other scientists from Ole Miss were Dean B. L. Mass and G. H. Washburn, Dr. Frank A. Anderson, Dr. Arthur B. Law, Mr. Berendt A. Moll, and W. T. Davis. The University of Mississippi was also represented.

Science Body Elects

Ole Miss Instructor President Of Group

Dr. Ray J. Nichols, professor of mathematics, was elected President of the Science Body. The Academy of Science is an organization made up of these teachers at the institutions of Mississippi and other people who were interested in and working with scientific enterprises.

The Academy of Science was an organization made up of these teachers at the institutions of Mississippi and other people who were interested in and working with scientific enterprises.

Saturday was spent in busy race meetings and an inspection of the Academy of Science property at Oxford Springs, Miss.

fraternities, sororities, and other organization groups ran excursions, booths, with freebies, sideboards and all the trimmings, with an admission fee of ten cents each.

It was much like our own Stunt Night, but all fraternity and sorority sometimes had to exhibit their shows and talismans to the students.

At a special dance held Saturday night, prizes for the best control show were awarded. These prizes were presented by the Board of Directors to all the students.

Shortly after the show was started, the students from Oxford Springs represented the school. It was a color and a chorine line.

Featured in the show were several skirts, including an amuse breast, two chancery numbers, a semi-ballet, comedy numbers, and the chorine line. The show was composed by Arkansas students and conducted by students. A variety was also furnished in the cabaret section of the show. The entire show was sponsored by the Art and College Club, and was given at the Oxford Springs Civic Center.

The others are for an annual of 10 delegates will be held in the Hotel Providence. Attending Mr. Kaufman, chairman of the executive committee, will be from the following colleges: Mississippi State College, Mississippi College, and the University of Mississippi. It is expected that a large number of students will attend.
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and developed, and we have made the effort of European integration with the Council of Europe to which participation has largely been symbolic.

The British policy before and after the war seems to be trying to follow the tradition of maintaining the balance of power in Europe.
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